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» open bag for hand tools and consumables

» 15 elastic loops inside and outside

» additional outside pocket for small components 
and separate inside compartment

» integrated hammer loop and metal hoop for tools 
with belt clip

» compatible with the entire ProClick system and 
the SR5 van racking

Materials & Colour

Material: Polyester
high-grade steel
ABS
PA6

Colour: Black
RAL 9017 Traffic black
Sortimo Blue

Dimensions

Outer dimensions: 250 x 200 x 150 mm

Interior dimensions: 80 x 180 x 150 mm

Usable area: 0.014 m²

Technical data

Weight: 0,59 kg

Maximum load capacity: 5 kg

Conformity

REACH compliance: EG 1907/2006

PAH compliance: EU 1272/2013

https://www.mysortimo.co.uk/en_UK/
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Accessories

Material no. Description Matchcode EAN code

6000013927 ProClick Holder PC HOLDER 4014599386359

6000013933 ProClick Tool Belt M, L=120cm PC WKZG M 4014599386854

6000013934 ProClick Tool Tray PC WKZTG M 4014599386861

6000014739 ProClick UnitOrganizer, VPE 2 PCs. PC UO VPE 2 4014599236418

Description

The L 39 ProClick tool bag offers stowage space for hand tools and consumables of all types. The large open 
compartment provides an orderly location for your pliers, cutter or even a small cordless screwdriver. Thin tools, 
such as Allen keys and spanners, can be accommodated in the separate internal compartment.
The 15 elastic loops - nine inside and six on the outside - provide orderly and clear storage for 
screwdrivers. Another 16 mini-loops on the inside allow you to insert screwdriver bits and drill bits. The additional 
pocket on the front is compatible with the insetboxes 1x1 H63 (2 in number) or 1x2 H63 (1 in number), making it the 
perfect storage option for small components. A prop on the back lets you use the bag unhooked, on your 
workbench, for example. In addition, the L 39 offers a hammer loop, a metal hoop for carrying tools with a belt clip 
(such as a tape measure) and a strip loop with plug buckle which permits the hanging up of adhesive tapes.
The tool bag teams up perfectly with the ProClick Holder on your tool belt. This means that you always have the 
right tool and consumable to hand, and this saves lots of time when you are working up a ladder. The tool bag can 
also be used as a flexible and intelligent storage system on the SR5 van racking, in the C-BOXX, the tool carriage or 
on the AutoAssistant.

We reserve the right to make changes in the interest of technical progress, as well as correcting printing errors and mistakes. Pictures are similar, decorative material 
not included. With the publication of this data sheet, previous editions lose their validity. Version: 21.12.2023
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